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Abstract. Automatic provenance collection describes systems that observe processes and data transformations inferring, collecting, and maintaining provenance about them. Automatic collection is a powerful tool
for analysis of objects and processes, providing a level of transparency
and pervasiveness not found in more conventional provenance systems.
Unfortunately, automatic collection is also difficult. We discuss the challenges we encountered and the issues we exposed as we developed an
automatic provenance collector that runs at the operating system level.

1

Introduction

Today’s provenance management systems usually take one of two approaches to
provenance collection: Either users enter it manually or applications explicitly
collect provenance and enter it into a database. There is, however, a third model:
automatic provenance collection. In automatic collection, the system observes the
actions of users and programs and derives provenance, storing it without user or
application involvement.
Automatic collection is a powerful approach, because it eliminates user error, consistently collects provenance across all applications, and captures more
complete provenance than systems relying on a user’s or application developer’s
assumptions about provenance. For example, automatic provenance collection in
the operating system allows us to: identify system configuration changes (e.g.,
new tools or libraries), identify environment variable modifications that alter
program behavior, debug faulty builds that are missing dependencies, identify
the source and creation of unusual files, and create scripts that produce objects.
In earlier work we described a prototype Provenance-Aware Storage System
(PASS), built on Linux, that automatically collects provenance at the operating
system level [18]. PASS is similar to systems such as ClearCase [5], GenePattern [9], and Vesta [10]. These systems observe users’ and applications’ activities,
recording the provenance captured in these activities. PASS takes this one step
farther, observing all processes that run on a PASS-enabled operating system,
generating provenance for objects that do not have provenance (i.e., are unprovenanced), and attaching complete system-level provenance to objects that
are created on a provenance-aware file system. We capture low-level details like
the operating system, kernel modules loaded, installed libraries, and process environment.

We found that automatic OS-level provenance collection is useful, complementing existing approaches. However, we exposed a number of challenging
issues that arise from automatic collection. This paper introduces automatic
provenance collection and discusses the more interesting challenges that arise in
building these systems.
In Section 2 we define automatic provenance collection, placing it in the context of existing provenance solutions. In Section 3 we discuss the problems that
arise when designing and building systems with automatic provenance collection.
In Section 4, we present use cases where disclosed and observed provenance systems together provide more powerful solutions than either independently. In Section 5 we introduce provenance pruning, the deletion of provenance, and discuss
strategies for implementing it. In Section 6 we discuss the privacy implications of
automatic provenance collection. In Section 7 we discuss automatic provenance
systems and technologies from which we can borrow in constructing automatic
provenance systems, and in Section 8 we conclude.

2

What is Automatic Collection?

An automatic collecting system transparently records provenance for all activities it performs by observing the sequence of operations executed and translating
relevant ones into provenance. For example, when a process begins running, the
operating system identifies several process provenance attributes 1 , such as the
executable, operating system, loaded kernel modules, libraries, environment, and
command line.
The system continues to collect provenance about the running process, recording (for example) input sources. Whenever the process creates or modifies an object, the process’s provenance is assigned to the written object. We call this form
of provenance collection observed, because the system derives provenance from
the events that it observes. An observed provenance system does not necessarily
understand the semantics of its observations, so it must record everything that
is potentially part of an object’s provenance. This can lead to false provenance
if the observing system does not perform detailed information flow analysis.
Section 2.1 discusses existing systems that use observed provenance.
Most existing provenance systems use disclosed provenance. In disclosed
provenance systems, users or applications present provenance to the system,
using the provenance system merely as a storage and query engine. There are
several kinds of disclosed provenance. Manual provenance, sometimes called annotation, is entered by users. For example, the provenance of data entered manually by a user must itself be manually entered. Specified provenance describes
an object’s intended provenance in a structured way, typically by directing the
system to produce the object via various transformations or workflows. For examples, workflow-based systems [23, 32] and makefiles capture intended provenance
by describing how a target is created from its sources. The workflow systems
1

We think of processes as having provenance so that we can transfer a process’s
provenance to objects it creates.

frequently then generate true provenance from the execution of these workflows,
while make does not. Instead, the canonical software development environment
relies on a separate component, a source code control system, to store semantic
provenence. In these systems, the difference between successive versions precisely
identifies what changed, but the rationale is entered as manual provenance in the
form of commit messages.
2.1

Observed-Provenance Systems

There are several domain-specific observed provenance systems. GenePattern [9]
is a working environment for computational biology and biomedical research.
It tracks provenance for the objects created in the environment. Clearcase [5]
and Vesta [10] are environments designed for software development. Like our
provenance-aware storage system (PASS), both Clearcase and Vesta use a customized file system to track provenance. Unlike PASS, both Clearcase and Vesta
center their design on disclosed provenance, assuming that users execute commands specified in a control file. However, both allow some form of observation
in which the system observes a user’s actions creating a control file (script) to
re-derive objects. Running in this observed mode is not the norm and requires
explicit action by the user.
Observed provenance systems provide the benefit that provenance collection
is automatic, requiring no user intervention. Observed systems collect and maintain provenance of objects by default, so all new data becomes provenanced.
The major disadvantage of observed provenance systems is that they can only
capture provenance to which they are exposed, and this frequently produces
provenance with less semantic meaning than disclosed provenance systems. The
next section illustrates how disclosed provenance systems complement observed
provenance systems.
2.2

Disclosed-Provenance Systems

The vast majority of today’s provenance systems use disclosed provenance. These
systems require that the user describe a workflow, and then they provide an engine that executes the workflow. The combination of the workflow specification
and the result created by running the engine on the workflow creates provenance. The line between observed and disclosed systems is not always crisp. In
workflow-specification systems, the actual workflow engine is an observed provenance system; however, it is an observed system that relies on an underlying
specification in order to function. Without the specification, the workflow engine cannot generate provenance. For expository purposes, we classify these systems as disclosed provenance systems, because they require the user to disclose
explicitly the intended provenance of a result.
The myGrid [32] workflow enactment engine records provenance for each step
in a workflow, including inputs and outputs, storing the provenance in a central
provenance repository. The PASOA [23] project provides APIs that clients and
services use to record provenance during workflow execution. Chimera [7] offers

a virtual data system that provides a virtual data language (VDL) and a virtual
data catalog (VDC). The VDC implements a virtual data schema that defines the
objects and relations that can be used to capture descriptions of program invocations and to record potential or actual invocations. The Earth System Science
Workbench (ESSW) [8] is a data management infrastructure used for processing
satellite imagery. The CMCS (Collaboratory for the Multi-scale Chemical Sciences) [21] uses a portal and metadata-aware content store as a base for building
a system to support inter-domain knowledge exchange in chemical science. All
these systems rely on some sort of specification or explicit API for provenance
disclosure. Disclosed provenance systems also make use of user annotations. In
fact, some systems [29] rely mostly on user-provided annotations.
Disclosed provenance systems usually provide richer semantic knowledge than
observed systems. However, to obtain this benefit, users are restricted to using
provenance-aware tools and must conduct their work within the confines of applications that understand how to collect provenance. Thus, the responsibility
for provenance collection is dispersed throughout many different tools.

2.3

Observed Provenance Complements Disclosed Provenance

Observed and disclosed provenance provide complementary solutions. An ideal
solution provides the full semantic knowledge of disclosed provenance using the
automatic and transparent collection of observed provenance systems. While
there has been significant research on disclosed provenance systems, there has
been significantly less on observed provenance systems. To build systems with the
benefits of both approaches, we must understand and overcome the challenges
that automatic collection presents. We next discuss some of those challenges,
and then in Section 4, we return to examples of how observed and disclosed
systems complement one another.

3

Challenges

An observed provenance system faces the challenge of transforming observations
into disclosed provenance. This transformation requires solving several problems.
There may be several types of mismatches between the observed and desired
provenance. We use the term granularity to refer to the mismatch between the
operating system’s observation of a sequence of system calls and the scientific
user’s desire to record provenance on an experiment.
Reconciling these mismatches leads to challenges in creating and maintaining
provenance ancestry; automatic provenance collection can lead to cyclic ancestry,
which is conceptually unacceptable. Versioning is one way to cope with cyclic
ancestry, but it presents challenges similar to those found in automatically versioned file systems [25]. In the rest of this section, we explore each of these issues
in more detail.

3.1

Granularity

Granularity refers to the types of objects for which a system maintains provenance. Coarse grain provenance might describe data and results produced by
an entire research initiative (e.g., the Human Genome Project). At the other
extreme, the programming languages and systems communities are sometimes
interested in extraordinarily fine-grained provenance, such as byte- or bit-level
provenance [17, 26].
Users are most frequently interested in coarse-grained provenance, such as an
experiment or analysis. However, automatic collection systems most naturally
operate at a finer grain.
Our prototype PASS collects system call events, recording provenance on
a per-file basis. This is the most natural model for an operating-system-based
provenance collector, but we can increase the utility of our system by creating
coarse-grained views that are interesting to users. If the coarse-grain view is the
only interesting view, it is best to perform this conversion (from fine-grain to
coarse-grain) at collection time, reducing the provenance overhead.
Automatically identifying and constructing these coarser-grain views remains
an open research problem for both data and the events that produce data. Our
PASS prototype supports user annotations, which are a manual way to provide
coarser views. We are exploring other approaches such as describing classes of
files for which provenance is unnecessary (e.g., temporary files), in which case
the output files of interest will have the provenance of the entire transformation. Identifying meaningful events (i.e., event granularity) poses a much larger
problem, as it is tightly coupled to versioning.
3.2

Versioning

A system that both tracks provenance and allows data modification is inherently
versioned. Each modification to a provenanced object changes the provenance
of the object and creates a new version of that object, regardless of whether the
system actually retains those different versions. On a system that does not explicitly track such versions, provenance provides the connections between versions
of objects and distinguishes those objects at different points in their lifetimes.
Like an automatic versioning file system, a provenance-aware system must
decide what constitutes a “modification” and thus when to declare new versions.
The simplest approach, used by Wayback [4], creates a version on every write call.
This simple approach is impractical for automatic provenance collection, because
it yields too many meaningless versions. Another method, used in versioning file
systems [15, 25], is copy-on-write, where a new version is created on the first
write to a file between an open and close. A slightly different approach, copy-onchange [12], creates new versions only if a write actually modifies the object. A
third alternative, used in a number of commercial and research systems [11, 13,
22, 24], is to take snapshots, or checkpoints. In this model, a snapshot contains
the version of each file that existed when the snapshot was taken. These systems

typically take snapshots at regular intervals rather than being triggered by system activity. In PASS, we do copy-on-write: we consider a version complete and
“frozen” on the last close (or on fsync) and on the next write a new version is
created. A new version is also created if a file is truncated to zero length.
Copy-on-write and copy-on-change both involve grouping related sets of modifications into a single new version. This is a form of event granularity abstraction: combining multiple observed write operations into a single conceptual write
operation. This merging process requires extreme caution in automatic provenance collection, because it can lead to an even more vexing problem: cycles.
3.3

Cycles

Any modification grouping mechanism introduces the possibility of cycles in the
provenance. Cycles in provenance are nonsensical; an object cannot be descended
from itself. Cycles may even violate causality: an object may not be created by
another object it had somehow previously emitted. So automatic systems must
avoid creating provenance cycles. Unfortunately, avoidance is difficult.
Consider the common behavior of a program that first reads and then writes a
file. Either the write creates a new version of an object or it creates a provenance
cycle. This simple case is easy to resolve, but suppose this process repeats in a
loop. The provenance collector cannot observe the loop, only the read and write
actions; to avoid creating multiple versions it must infer the existence of the loop
and take appropriate steps.
Inferring loops in a single process is tractable, but systems of interacting
processes can also produce cycles. Local knowledge is not necessarily sufficient
to identify the situation, much less correct it. Consider two processes, P and Q:
P
read a

Q
read b

write b
write a
If no new versions are created, these processes produce a cycle, yet nothing
about P or Q in isolation makes that evident. Simply creating additional versions does not adequately solve the problem; cyclic workloads produce too many
versions. (For example, consider a parallel, iterative algorithm.) The solution
is to abstract P and Q into a single higher-level conceptual entity, making the
cyclic data flow internal to this higher-level entity. Internal data flow need not
be provenanced.
Our prototype PASS maintains a global relationship graph and checks it for
cycles every time an edge is added. This allows it to create higher-level abstractions. Our current algorithm creates a new version of every process involved in a
cycle and then merges these versions together. The newly created merged object
becomes the parent of all the files involved, without creating new versions. This
handles many common cases with minimal overhead, but fails in some circumstances.

The cycle problem is inherent in any attempt to reduce the number of versions
generated and thus inherent in event granularity abstraction. The same problem
can and will appear in any automatic collection system. These problems do
not appear in disclosed provenance systems, because statements of disclosed
provenance are initiated by a human developer, who understands the granularity
of the operations. In observed systems, we must deduce the granularity to identify
the semantically correct grouping.
Cycle detection and elimination has been a major preoccupation of our recent
research; nonetheless, we still do not have a satisfactory algorithm; it remains
an open problem [2].

4

Integrating Observed and Disclosed Provenance

Systems that support both observed and disclosed provenance offer powerful
features that cannot be obtained using either type alone.
Consider running the GenePattern [9] system on top of PASS. GenePattern
possesses the semantic knowledge to record the exact analysis used to transform
input data to output results. However, it does not know what version of the
math library or what floating point processor was used. This information may
be available to GenePattern, but not always, nor in a portable or reliable fashion.
In contrast, PASS is integrated with the operating system, handling such issues
natively. Together, GenePattern and PASS can answer the query, “Why did this
identical transformation produce different results last week and this week?”
Alternatively, suppose that outside of the GenePattern environment a researcher “fixed” an input file. No provenance query in GenePattern can detect
that the input file changed, explaining how identical analyses on “the same”
input file yield different results.
As discussed previously, a significant challenge for observed provenance systems is identifying a semantically meaningful level of granularity. When a disclosed provenance system sits atop PASS, that disclosed provenance system provides precisely the information PASS needs to construct these coarser views.

5

Pruning

Provenance adds storage overhead. Provenance Pruning is the act of selectively
removing provenance to save space. In general, pruning removes the provenance
for entire objects; however, at the end of this section we consider approaches
that erase only part of an object’s provenance.
Storage overhead can grow rapidly. Left unchecked there is nothing to prevent
the provenance from dwarfing the data it describes. Such large space overhead
can also harm query performance. For example, in recent work [18] we showed
that small changes to a source file in the Linux kernel generated approximately
two kilobytes of additional provenance when the kernel was rebuilt.
Some provenance can be pruned immediately at collection time. Users may
not be interested in recording configuration files, such as .bashrc and .profile,

as ancestors of the bash shell. Similarly, users may not be interested in some
output files, such as temporary files or /dev/null. In other cases, it would be
useful to identify entire processes and the objects they modify as not requiring
provenance. For example, makewhatis, which indexes man pages, examines all
of them before writing out the index file; the provenance of that index file is
thus quite voluminous and also completely uninteresting. Such specification of
unprovenanced objects allows the system to prune provenance before it is ever
recorded to disk.
There are also opportunities for provenance pruning after collection. Deleted
files without descendants are good candidates for pruning at any time. It is
useful to think of provenance as forming a tree where parent nodes are those
nodes accessed as input during the creation of their children. In such a tree,
the deletion of a leaf node can be accompanied by the deletion of that node’s
provenance, since, by construction, that node’s provenance cannot be needed by
any other node. We call this bottom-up pruning. It is interesting to ask if topdown pruning ever makes sense. On a long-running system, it might be useful to
prune provenance to present the illusion that provenance history began at some
time T, later than the actual beginning of that system’s provenance. Alternately,
it might be useful to declare some node as the new eldest ancestor and remove
all its parental provenance.
Intermediate files provide another opportunity for pruning. Files that can
be easily recreated by capturing the entire process that created them are good
candidates for provenance pruning. For example, in a build environment, the
object files can be recreated if necessary, so it may not be neccessary to keep
their provenance.
5.1

Policies

The pruning strategies described in the previous section implement policy decisions. Such policy decisions should be site-specific. Storage policies might place
limits on the absolute amount of provenance retained or limit provenance as a
proportion of the data it describes. Retention policies dictate when provenance
can be erased, e.g., when no file in its ancestry remains.
5.2

Other provenance reduction strategies

Supernodes Short of erasing provenance, it is sometimes possible to compact or
summarize existing provenance to save space. For example, it might be desirable
to compress the provenance for a subtree whose internal nodes have been deleted.
In this case, the system combines the provenance from internal nodes into a
supernode for the child.
Virtual Nodes Some collections of attributes might recur frequently. These
attributes can be combined and included in a virtual node and referenced where
applicable. We already use an approach similar to this in our PASS prototype. We

store command lines and environments in their own database and refer to them
by a unique ID number [18]. An alternate and more general representation would
be to represent them as a provenanced object or virtual node. This approach
provides a lossless storage reduction method.
Removing attributes Rather than combining attributes, we might chose to
remove attributes if we can identify that they are irrelevant. As in pruning,
attributes could be removed during collection or later on. Irrelevant attributes
could be removed during collection or during later pruning. Identifying attributes
that do not need to be recorded in provenance is another site-specific policy
decision.
5.3

Pruning in PASS

In our PASS prototype, we do not yet provide a pruning policy specification
mechanism. Instead, we provide a utility, ptrunc, the enables a user to explicitly
truncate provenance, eliminating uninteresting ancestry [18].

6

Privacy and Security

Automatic provenance collection presents serious privacy challenges, because
such a system collects significant information about its users. Replying to an
email message by pasting a paragraph from a web page might cause the system
to capture the sender of the original email and the time it was received; the time
the message was read; the web addresses the user visited; and any intermediate
drafts that were composed but not sent.
Information leakage is the primary privacy risk introduced by automatic
collection. By its very nature, automatically collected provenance is invisible
to users, and this invisibility provides an easy channel through which sensitive
information can be released. For example, consider a manager composing an
employee review that includes input solicited from the employee’s colleagues.
Presenting the review and its provenance to the employee reveals the identify
of the colleagues who contributed to the review [14]. A manager who had to
explicitly disclose the review’s provenance to the system would be unlikely to
make such a mistake.
Deciding what provenance should be captured, where it should be stored,
how that store should be protected, and when (if ever) the stored provenance
should be purged are current research areas. For example, provenance is sometimes stored in the document itself as a header [19] or in an alternative data
stream [16], making it easy to keep document and provenance together. This
approach enables privacy-friendly systems and applications that automatically
detect and prevent violations of privacy or data sharing policies [30]. On the
other hand, provenance that travels invisibly with a document might also compromise privacy if users are unaware of its existence.

While no provenance-aware storage systems are in widespread use, both the
Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat file formats store hidden data that reveals
elements of a document’s history, a kind of provenance. Experience with these
formats illustrates that automatic collection introduces significant privacy risks:
– In June 2000, The New York Times posted an Acrobat file on its website
containing names of Iranians who had assisted the CIA in the 1953 Iranian
coup. Although the paper had tried to remove the names from the Acrobat
file, the information was recovered and posted in an unredacted form on
another website [31].
– In June 2002, the US Justice Department released a “Workplace Diversity”
report that contained embarrassing information that the Department had
attempted to delete [6].
– In March 2004, the SCO Group distributed Microsoft Word files to journalists containing hidden text that revealed the company’s legal strategy in its
anti-Linux lawsuits[27].
On the surface, automated provenance collection also violates many traditional principles of Fair Information Practice [20]. For example, the collection
limitation principle is violated, because no limits are placed on data collection.
The purpose specification is violated, because no purpose for the data is specified
at the time of collection. On the other hand, FIP principles such as individual
participation and security safeguards could be used as requirements guidelines
when designing systems for automatically collecting provenance. Embracing automatic provenance collection necessitates understanding and addressing the privacy implications.
We understood early that provenance security was both crucial and underresearched. We do not provide any access controls in our current prototype, and
our early adopters are all users who freely share their data and analyses. In parallel, we undertook a small pilot project to identify the key features a provenance
security model requires. That study revealed that we need two independent security models: one that provides conventional access control over provenance
attributes and a second that provides access control over the branches of the
ancestry tree [3]. We are currently implementing these models and studying the
challenges in composing the two models.

7

Related Work

In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we discussed alternate approaches to provenance. In
this section, we discuss a few other approaches and related technologies that
influence observed provenance systems or from which we can take advantage of
prior knowledge.
7.1

Versioning File Systems

As mentioned earlier, the versioning challenges of observed provenance systems
are similar to those in versioning file systems. The Elephant file system creates

a new version of a file on every write and does not immediately erase old versions [25]. As such, it highlights many of the issues we encounter with versions.
Like PASS, Elephant must cope with the overhead associated with creating a
new version on every write, and makes pruning essential. Elephant supports three
pruning policies: keep all, one, or landmarks. Unlike PASS, Elephant versions
file (and directory) data, and it does not gather provenance information.
7.2

Observed Provenance

PASS is not the only system to collect low level operations and attempt to infer
semantic meaning from them. Both the Lineage File System and Transparent
Result Caching take this approach.
Transparent result caching (TREC) captures system calls and tracks process lineage including parent processes, child processes, input files and output
files [28]. Unlike PASS, all tracing occurs in user space. Read and write system
calls are not intercepted. TREC relies instead on the open mode to infer whether
files are inputs or outputs, a tradeoff between performance and accuracy. Both
systems support makefile generation and detection of changed dependencies, but
PASS provides additional query support unavailable in TREC.
Like PASS, the Lineage File System focuses on executables, command lines
and input files as the source of provenance [14]. Unlike PASS, it ignores the
hardware and software environment in which such processes run. A second, and
perhaps more important, difference is that provenance collection is delayed in
the Lineage File System and it is performed by a user-level thread that writes the
lineage data to an external database. As a result, the tight coupling we require
between data and provenance is lost, as is a significant part of the benefit. Since
the Lineage File System stores its lineage records in a relational database, the
query language is SQL. In our implementation, we use a simple key/value storage
schema so that a variety of schema layers can be provided.
7.3

Exposing Semantic Knowledge

The observed systems considered thus far all try to infer semantic knowledge
from a collection of events. Another is to isolate the semantic knowledge as a
user specified component. Magpie combines observed provenance recorded in
trace logs with a user specified event schema to construct a worflow model [1].
The user specified event schema specifies the rules for combining related events.
For example, specifying which filesystem read and write operations correspond
to a specific webserver request. Magpie differs from PASS in its use of a user
specified event schema and the recording of provenance in seperate trace files.

8

Conclusions

Automatic provenance collection is an important and powerful technique that
complements existing provenance solutions. However, it carries challenges that

do not appear in these other systems. Our group has developed a provenanceaware storage system prototype that is now ready for limited experimental use.
We encourage the community to try our prototype, develop an appreciation for
the power of automatic collection, and tackle some of the fundamental research
challenges that remain. This area holds great promise, but only through the
construction of a variety of systems that automatically collect provenance at
different levels, from the operating system to provenance aware applications,
will we identify the right solutions to the challenges outlined here.
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